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Abstract

A threshold visual cryptography scheme, denoted as (k, n)-VCS for short, can encrypt a secret image into n share images. The
physical stacking of any k share images can reveal the secret content while any less than k share images will leak no information
of the secret content. Besides the threshold access structure, general access structure VCSs are studied in the following works. In
this paper, we first build a hyper star access structure VCS from a hyper star without center access structure VCS. Then we build
a normal form hyper star access structure VCS from a full threshold VCS, and prove that its pixel expansion is optimal. At last,
we propose a method of constructing general access structure VCS from its several decomposed normal form hyper star access
structure VCSs.
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Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the 8th International Congress of Information and Communication
Technology (ICICT-2018).
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1. Introduction

Naor and Shamir proposed the notion of k out of n visual cryptography scheme in [1], denoted as (k, n)-VCS for
short, where a secret image is encrypted into n share images so that the physical stacking of any k share images can
decrypt the secret content while any less than k share images will leak no information of the secret content. In most
cases, VCSs need to encrypt binary images, which only have white and black pixels, denoted as □ and ■
respectively. In a (2, 2)-VCS, every white pixel is encrypted into two patterns ((□■, □■) and (■□, ■□) respectively)
each with probability one half while every black pixel is encrypted into two patterns ((□■, ■□) and (■□, □■)
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respectively) each with probability one half. From any single share pattern, we have □■ and ■□ each with
probability one half, regardless of the content of the secret pixel. Hence we will gain no information of the secret
content from any single share. If we denote □ by 0 and denote ■ by 1, the pixel stacking model can be characterized
by the Boolean OR operation on {0, 1}. Therefore, the decrypted white pixel can be □■ and ■□ each with
probability one half while the decrypted black pixel will be ■■ for sure. We can still see the secret content from the
decrypted image with 50% loss of contrast. As we can see, each secret pixel is encrypted into two pixels for each
share image, which is defined as the pixel expansion and denoted as m usually. The pixel expansion of the previous
(2, 2)-VCS is two.

Ateniese et al. proposed the notion of general access structure VCS in [2]. In this paper, we denote the participant
set by , and a general access structure consists of two specifications that are the set of qualified sets

and the set of forbidden sets respectively. For any set , the secret content can be
decrypted by physically stacking their share images, but any set gains no information of the secret content.
From the above definition, we have . In k out of n access structure, it is easy to verify that we have

and . There are two lines of work to construct VCSs,
where one line uses combinatorial techniques [1,2,3,4], and the other line uses optimization search techniques
[5,6,7]. Our constructions will follow the first line of work.

The following contents can be divided into three parts. In Section 2, access structure notations and previous
results are introduced. In Section 3, our constructions and relevant theoretical analysis are presented in detail.
Section 4 gives a brief summary of our work.

2. Preliminary

2.1. Some backgrounds

In this section, we first give some background knowledge of graph and hypergraph access structures. Then we
give the formal definition of VCS.

For any graph , each vertex corresponds to certain party of P, and the basis of the qualified set
of is exactly the edge set of G, in such a case, is also known as graph access structure. A star is a
graph with a vertice such that each contains c, known as the center.

A hypergraph H is a pair , where V is the vertex set and is the hyperedge set.
In k-uniform hypergraph, all the hyperedges are of size k. The subhypergraph induced by a subset A of V is
defined by .The partial hypergraph induced by a subset J of is
defined by . A hyperstar H=(V,E) is a hypergraph with a set of vertices such that each
hyperedge contains C and , where C is called the center. Furthermore, if holds for
each hyperedge , then the hyper star H=(V,E) is called a normal form hyperstar. In a normal form hyperstar
H=(V,E) with center C, each hyperedge contains C and another vertex in Any access structure can be
expressed by certain hypergraph , where each party corresponds to certain vertex and each qualified
set corresponds to certain hyperedge.

In [2], general access structure VCS is formally defined as below:
Definition 1: consists of n parties. The Boolean matrices of form, implement a -

VCS if the following requirements are met:
(Contrast): A positive real number and a set of positive integers exist so that for any participant

set , we have and .
(Security): For any participant set , and are equivalent under the column permutation.

Remark: is known as the relative contrast while m is known as the pixel expansion. represents the stacking
result of the X rows of , and represents the Hamming weight of . and are defined
analogously.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2018.04.172&domain=pdf
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respectively) each with probability one half. From any single share pattern, we have □■ and ■□ each with
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share image, which is defined as the pixel expansion and denoted as m usually. The pixel expansion of the previous
(2, 2)-VCS is two.

Ateniese et al. proposed the notion of general access structure VCS in [2]. In this paper, we denote the participant
set by , and a general access structure consists of two specifications that are the set of qualified sets

and the set of forbidden sets respectively. For any set , the secret content can be
decrypted by physically stacking their share images, but any set gains no information of the secret content.
From the above definition, we have . In k out of n access structure, it is easy to verify that we have

and . There are two lines of work to construct VCSs,
where one line uses combinatorial techniques [1,2,3,4], and the other line uses optimization search techniques
[5,6,7]. Our constructions will follow the first line of work.

The following contents can be divided into three parts. In Section 2, access structure notations and previous
results are introduced. In Section 3, our constructions and relevant theoretical analysis are presented in detail.
Section 4 gives a brief summary of our work.

2. Preliminary

2.1. Some backgrounds

In this section, we first give some background knowledge of graph and hypergraph access structures. Then we
give the formal definition of VCS.

For any graph , each vertex corresponds to certain party of P, and the basis of the qualified set
of is exactly the edge set of G, in such a case, is also known as graph access structure. A star is a
graph with a vertice such that each contains c, known as the center.

A hypergraph H is a pair , where V is the vertex set and is the hyperedge set.
In k-uniform hypergraph, all the hyperedges are of size k. The subhypergraph induced by a subset A of V is
defined by .The partial hypergraph induced by a subset J of is
defined by . A hyperstar H=(V,E) is a hypergraph with a set of vertices such that each
hyperedge contains C and , where C is called the center. Furthermore, if holds for
each hyperedge , then the hyper star H=(V,E) is called a normal form hyperstar. In a normal form hyperstar
H=(V,E) with center C, each hyperedge contains C and another vertex in Any access structure can be
expressed by certain hypergraph , where each party corresponds to certain vertex and each qualified
set corresponds to certain hyperedge.

In [2], general access structure VCS is formally defined as below:
Definition 1: consists of n parties. The Boolean matrices of form, implement a -

VCS if the following requirements are met:
(Contrast): A positive real number and a set of positive integers exist so that for any participant

set , we have and .
(Security): For any participant set , and are equivalent under the column permutation.

Remark: is known as the relative contrast while m is known as the pixel expansion. represents the stacking
result of the X rows of , and represents the Hamming weight of . and are defined
analogously.
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2.2. Previous results

For a star with center , all its edges are of the form , where . We can
build a -VCS by using a (2,2)-VCS [1] as follows, referring to[2].

Construction 1:
Input: A known (2,2)-VCS with basis matrices and .
Output: A star -VCS with center C, whose basis matrices are and .
Step 1. Generate two basis matrices and by the (2,2)-VCS in[1], where is used for encrypting a white

pixel and is used for encrypting a black pixel.
Step 2. For party , the 1-st row of (resp. ) is copied to the C-th row of (resp. ). Each remaining row

of (resp. ) is filled with the 2-nd row of (resp. ).
Step 3. Output and as the basis matrices for -VCS.
Example 1: For a star with center , the following matrices

and constitute a -VCS.

Blundo et al. first propose to decompose a given graph access structure into several star access structures, and
then combine the basis matrices for the several star access structures to obtain the basis matrices for the given graph
access structure[8]. Formally, their construction is stated as follows:

Construction 2:
Input: Several given star -VCS with , whose basis matrices are and respectively.
Output: A graph G-VCS with , whose basis matrices are and .
Step 1. For each party not in , add an all zero row for him in and . The modified basis matrices for

star on P are denoted by and .
Step 2. Concatenate the t modified basis matrices for the star VCSs together, we will get

and .
Step 3. Output and as the basis matrices for G-VCS.

3. Our work

Given a hyperstar H=(V,E) with center C, define . Given a -VCS, we can
build a H-VCS by Constuction 3. and represent the two basis matrices of the known -VCS with pixel
expansion m, from which, the two basis matrices and of H-VCS are constructed. Equation 1 of constructing

and from and can be applied iteratively.

Construction 3:
Input: A given -VCS with |C|=t, whose basis matrices are and .
Output: A H-VCS, whose basis matrices are and .
Step 1. From j=0 to j=t-1, do

Step 2. Construct and from and by using Equation 1, where and .

4 Author name / Procedia Computer Science00 (2018) 000–000

Step 3. Output and .
Theorem 1: The output matrices and of Construction 3 constitute a H-VCS, where H=(V,E) is a

hyperstar with center C.
Proof:We will use the proof by induction approach. First, we prove the basis part. If |C|=t=1, then we have:

Contrast: For any qualified set , we have a qualified set and . Since only
contains rows of , we have and .

Furthermore, and .
Hence, . The contrast condition holds.

Security: For any forbidden set B, we have either or is a forbidden set of -VCS. If we
have , then and are equivalent under the column permutation.
The security condition holds in this case. If we have that is a forbidden set of -VCS,
and are equivalent under the column permutation, which implies that and are equivalent under
the column permutation. The security condition also holds.

Now we come to prove the induction part. Suppose the conclusion holds for =j>0, we prove that the
conclusion holds for =j+1.

Contrast: For any qualified set , we have a qualified set and

. Since participant corresponds to the new (first) row of and , we have

and . Furthermore, and

. Hence, . The contrast condition
holds.

Security: For any forbidden set B, we have that either holds or is a forbidden set of
-VCS. If we have that holds, then and are

equivalent under the column permutation. The security condition holds. If we have that is a
forbidden set of -VCS, and are equivalent under the column permutation, which implies
that and are equivalent under the column permutation. The security condition also holds.

Remark: Since (1, 1)-VCS has basis matrices and . Let it be the -VCS, where C is in the
center and contains the remaining n-1 parties. Using Construction 3, we can obtain a (n, n)-VCS. Since the pixel
expansion of the above built (n, n)-VCS is , it is optimal according to [1].

Example 2: The following (3,3)-VCS is built from the (2,2)-VCS, and the (2,2)-VCS is built from the (1,1)-
VCS, and the (1,1)-VCS has basis matrices and .
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The (2,2)-VCS has basis matrices and :

The (3,3)-VCS has basis matrices and :

For normal form hyperstar H=(V,E) with center C, all its hyperedges are of the form , where .
We can build an H-VCS by using a -VCS in [1] as follows.

Construction 4:
Input: A given -VCS, whose basis matrices are and .
Output: A H-VCS, whose basis matrices are and .
Step 1. Generate two basis matrices and by the (|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS in [1], where is used for encrypting a

white pixel and is used for encrypting a black pixel.
Step 2. For each party ( ) in the center C, the j-th row of (resp. ) is copied to the -th row of
(resp. ). Each remaining row of (resp. ) is filled with the (|C|+1)-th row of (resp. ).
Step 3. Output and as the basis matrices for H-VCS.

Theorem 2: The output matrices and of Construction 4 constitute a H-VCS, where H=(V,E) is a normal
form hyperstar with center C. Besides, the H-VCS is optimal w.r.t. pixel expansion.

Proof: Contrast: The stacking of any hyperedge of H is equaivalent to the stacking of |C|+1 different shares
generated by the (|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS in [1], from which we know its contrast is .

Security: Any forbidden set F of H cannot contain any hyperedge of H, thus the number of non-repeating shares
in F is strictly less than |C|+1.From the security condition of the (|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS in [1], we know that the H-
VCS is secure.

It is easy to see that the pixel expansion of the above H-VCS is . Since the optimal pixel expansion of
(|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS is in [1] and any H-VCS implies a (|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS by considering a hyperedge of H .
Hence the pixel expansion of the constructed H-VCS is optimal.

Fig.1. A normal form hyperstar with center{1, 2}
Example 3: For normal form hyperstar with

center in Fig. 1, the following matrices and constitute a VCS for access structure H.

6 Author name / Procedia Computer Science00 (2018) 000–000

Similar to the graph decomposition technique in[8], we can first decompose a given access structure into several
normal form hyperstars and then combine the basis matrices for the several normal form hyperstars to obtain the
basis matrices for the given access structure. Formally, the above idea is stated as follows:

Construction 5:
Input: t given normal form hyperstar -VCS, whose basis matrices are and ( ).
Output: A -VCS, whose basis matrices are and .
Step 1. Given an access structure on P, suppose its basis is , which can be decomposed into several normal

form hyperstars , such that .
Step 2. Suppose the constructed basis matrices for normal form hyperstars are denoted by and . For each

participant not in , add an all zero row for him. The modified basis matrices for hyperstars on P are
denoted by and .

Step 3. Concatenate the t modified basis matrices for the normal form hyperstars together, we get
and .

Step 4. Output and as the basis matrices for -VCS.
Theorem 3: The output matrices and of Construction 4 constitute a -VCS.
Proof: Contrast: For each belongs to at least one of the normal form hyperstars .

Denote the subscript set of s that contain X by A. In other words, X is contained in s, where , and X is
not contained in s, where . Suppose the pixel expansion for -VCS is , where . The
contrast for -VCS w.r.t. X is denoted by , where . From the security condition of -VCS, the contrast is
0 w.r.t. X, where . For the constructed -VCS, the contrast w.r.t. X is

Security: For each , X is not contained in any of the s. Since each pair of and satisfies the
security condition with respect to X. The pair of their concatenations and also satisfies the security condition
with respect to X.

Fig. 2. The first normal form hyperstar with center{1, 2}
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The (2,2)-VCS has basis matrices and :

The (3,3)-VCS has basis matrices and :

For normal form hyperstar H=(V,E) with center C, all its hyperedges are of the form , where .
We can build an H-VCS by using a -VCS in [1] as follows.

Construction 4:
Input: A given -VCS, whose basis matrices are and .
Output: A H-VCS, whose basis matrices are and .
Step 1. Generate two basis matrices and by the (|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS in [1], where is used for encrypting a

white pixel and is used for encrypting a black pixel.
Step 2. For each party ( ) in the center C, the j-th row of (resp. ) is copied to the -th row of
(resp. ). Each remaining row of (resp. ) is filled with the (|C|+1)-th row of (resp. ).
Step 3. Output and as the basis matrices for H-VCS.

Theorem 2: The output matrices and of Construction 4 constitute a H-VCS, where H=(V,E) is a normal
form hyperstar with center C. Besides, the H-VCS is optimal w.r.t. pixel expansion.

Proof: Contrast: The stacking of any hyperedge of H is equaivalent to the stacking of |C|+1 different shares
generated by the (|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS in [1], from which we know its contrast is .

Security: Any forbidden set F of H cannot contain any hyperedge of H, thus the number of non-repeating shares
in F is strictly less than |C|+1.From the security condition of the (|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS in [1], we know that the H-
VCS is secure.

It is easy to see that the pixel expansion of the above H-VCS is . Since the optimal pixel expansion of
(|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS is in [1] and any H-VCS implies a (|C|+1,|C|+1)-VCS by considering a hyperedge of H .
Hence the pixel expansion of the constructed H-VCS is optimal.

Fig.1. A normal form hyperstar with center{1, 2}
Example 3: For normal form hyperstar with

center in Fig. 1, the following matrices and constitute a VCS for access structure H.
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Similar to the graph decomposition technique in[8], we can first decompose a given access structure into several
normal form hyperstars and then combine the basis matrices for the several normal form hyperstars to obtain the
basis matrices for the given access structure. Formally, the above idea is stated as follows:

Construction 5:
Input: t given normal form hyperstar -VCS, whose basis matrices are and ( ).
Output: A -VCS, whose basis matrices are and .
Step 1. Given an access structure on P, suppose its basis is , which can be decomposed into several normal

form hyperstars , such that .
Step 2. Suppose the constructed basis matrices for normal form hyperstars are denoted by and . For each

participant not in , add an all zero row for him. The modified basis matrices for hyperstars on P are
denoted by and .

Step 3. Concatenate the t modified basis matrices for the normal form hyperstars together, we get
and .

Step 4. Output and as the basis matrices for -VCS.
Theorem 3: The output matrices and of Construction 4 constitute a -VCS.
Proof: Contrast: For each belongs to at least one of the normal form hyperstars .

Denote the subscript set of s that contain X by A. In other words, X is contained in s, where , and X is
not contained in s, where . Suppose the pixel expansion for -VCS is , where . The
contrast for -VCS w.r.t. X is denoted by , where . From the security condition of -VCS, the contrast is
0 w.r.t. X, where . For the constructed -VCS, the contrast w.r.t. X is

Security: For each , X is not contained in any of the s. Since each pair of and satisfies the
security condition with respect to X. The pair of their concatenations and also satisfies the security condition
with respect to X.

Fig. 2. The first normal form hyperstar with center{1, 2}
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Fig. 3. The second normal form hyperstar with center{3, 4}

Example 4: is first decomposed into
two hyperstars and , where with center and

with center , referring to Figs. 2 and 3.
The basis matrices and constitute a -VCS.

The basis matrices and constitute a -VCS.

The concatenation of and and the concatenation of and constitute the basis matrices and of the
-VCS respectively.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose three constructions, which include building a hyper star access structure VCS from a
hyper star without center access structure VCS, building a normal form hyper star access structure VCS, building a
general access structure VCS from several small normal form hyper star access structure VCSs, respectively. The
theoretical anaysis of those constructions are also presented.
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